Overcoming Sakai Interface Limitations
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Does Sakai have to be so messy?
Welcome to e-Learning in Sakai!

Instructors: How to Prepare My Sakai Course

Recent Announcements

Announcements (viewing announcements from the last 10 days)

There are currently no announcements at this location.

Calendar

April, 2012

Message Center Notifications

New in Forums

Recent Chat Messages

Options
Welcome - This section of Theatre Appreciation is intended to exist entirely online -- there is no live component. However, scheduling "class times" for yourself during the week is a good way to avoid doing work at the last minute. Unless I post an announcement, what you see below is the last word on deadlines. All posts, quizzes, and critiques are due no later than 11:55pm on the due date. After this time, the slot for those assignments will be closed. Do not pay attention to any other settings you might see on other screens.

After you have read the Syllabus and the FAQ, scroll down this page and click on the link for "WEEK 1" to see the first week's assignments.

On most web browsers, "Control++" will make the text larger if you have trouble reading it. You can always hit the "Back" button on your browser to return to this page.

Click here for a short video about navigating the website.
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Sakai Mail Tool
This section of THE2000 is intended to exist to schedule "class times" for yourself so you an announcement, what you see below is accepted. Discussion boards and quizzes

After you have read the Syllabus, proceed "Control-+" will make the text larger if you your browser
HOW-TO’s
Replace Sakai Front Page
Replacing Sakai Tool with Google Calendar
Insert Menu Link to Instructor Email